
C A L E D O N I A  K I T C H E N S
D E S I G N E D  F O R  L I F E



With decades of experience designing and creating hand built painted 

kitchens for satisfied customers, we appreciate how important it is that your 

kitchen suits your individual lifestyle and personality. 

We build to the highest standard and use only the best quality materials, 

which means that your Caledonia kitchen will stand the test of time. Every 

one of our designs is inspired by your needs, with every detail crafted exactly 

to your vision. 

Quality has always been at the heart of our popular Caledonia range, and this 

refreshed collection surpasses even our own high standards. 

Wherever you live, from a bright and bijou town house to a cosy country 

retreat, we can design a kitchen that's the perfect fit for your lifestyle.

INDIVIDUALLY BUILT TO SUIT YOUR TASTES 
We recognise that every customer wants a kitchen that reflects their character 

and is specifically built to suit their needs. Whether that's space to entertain 

the whole family, or something more suited to romantic nights in, your 

Caledonia kitchen will be perfectly built to suit you. 

Every aspect of your kitchen, from the overall look and feel down to the 

tiniest detail, is individually built to your exact specifications. Our expert 

team knows how important your kitchen is to you, so with a Caledonia 

kitchen you will never have to compromise on your vision. 

Each individual element is carefully crafted to ensure the exact fit and finish 

that can only come from a truly exclusive and bespoke product.

YOUR COLOUR, YOUR CHOICE 
Your kitchen is the heart of your home, a room that will be filled with joy and 

memories for years to come. That's why we work so hard to create a kitchen 

that is not only a true reflection of your lifestyle, but is made to the highest 

standards, using only the best quality materials and workmanship. 

With a wide range of timber and paint options available to order, every one of 

our Caledonia kitchens is suited to your individual requirements, and we can 

ensure that the colours are matched to your exact specifications. Throughout 

this brochure you will see just a few of the many options available to you. 

So, use the range of styles and concepts presented over the following pages 

for inspiration, then come and speak to us to find out how we can make your 

Caledonia kitchen the kitchen you’ve always dreamed of.

Designed for life . . .



STROMA SMOOTH PAINTED: Grassy Glen



STROMA SMOOTH PAINTED: Blizzard White and Fired Charcoal



SEAMLESS ELEGANCE 
A seamless sink solution keeps a clean, elegant line to your worktops.

BUILT FOR THE CONNOISSEUR
FACING PAGE: Our solid oak farmhouse larder, designed with the connoisseur in mind.



CARRICK PAINTED: Dunnet Sands and Morven Scree



CARRICK PAINTED: Quarry Dust and Highland Flower

EFFORTLESS STYLE
Hassle-free access to all the essentials with our sliding larder.



KILBERRY PAINTED: Moorland Green



KILBERRY PAINTED: Cashmere



PORTREE PAINTED: Cairngorm Moss and Light Walnut



PORTREE PAINTED: Elgin Grey



Some of the happiest times I had as a little girl were spent in the 

kitchen with my mum and dad.

I often think back to those evenings. Mum was never much of a 

cook, but dad and I didn't mind – we just loved spending those 

evenings together.

Now my partner and I have a place of our own and it’s time to 

start filling it up with memories of our time together. Luckily, 

mum and dad are just a phone call away, so we can keep sharing 

those moments with them.

A place to start making 
memories of our own . . .



CONIVAL SMOOTH PAINTED: Morning Sky and Smoked Oak



CONIVAL SMOOTH PAINTED: 
Roofer's Lead and Washed Oak



DEVERON SMOOTH PAINTED: Sumburgh Midnight



DEVERON PAINTED: Mey Blue and Light OakDEVERON PAINTED: Mey Blue and Light Oak

A TOUCH OF LUXURY
Our space tower, with stainless steel drawers, adds a touch 
of luxury to your kitchen.



DEVERON PAINTED: Fired Charcoal and Light Walnut



DEVERON SMOOTH PAINTED: Mey Blue



CLEAN, CONTINUOUS, SOPHISTICATION 
ABOVE: Keep a clean, continuous feel to your cabinets with our handle-less dishwasher frame.

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE 
FACING PAGE: Strong, secure storage for all your cookware, the drawers on our space tower are 
guaranteed for life.

BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY
TOP: Brighten up your kitchen with our under-worktop LED lighting.



TORRIDON SMOOTH PAINTED: Ptarmigan White



TORRIDON SMOOTH PAINTED: Farr Beach and Dark Oak



So much more than just 
a place to eat . . .
Our kitchen is the heart of our home. It's about so much more 

than just meals. This is where we catch up with what everyone has 

been up to, it’s where we entertain friends and, of course, it's 

where the homework is done.

That's why I treasure every single one of these moments. No 

matter how hectic or demanding life gets, we always try to find a 

moment together in the kitchen just to spend time as a family.

Our kitchen is the heart of our home. It's about so much more 

than just meals. This is where we catch up with what everyone has 

been up to, it’s where we entertain friends and, of course, it's 

where the homework is done.

That's why I treasure every single one of these moments. No 

matter how hectic or demanding life gets, we always try to find a 

moment together in the kitchen just to spend time as a family.



TARANSAY SMOOTH PAINTED: Caithness Slate and Light Oak



SIMPLE RECYCLING 
This twin bin system offers convenient recycling.

TARANSAY SMOOTH PAINTED: Scorched Heather and Light WalnutTARANSAY SMOOTH PAINTED: Scorched Heather and Light Walnut



ASSYNT SMOOTH PAINTED: Caithness Slate



ASSYNT PAINTED: Dunnet Sands and Dark Walnut



SKYE SMOOTH PAINTED: 
Sunburst and Sumburgh Midnight



SKYE SMOOTH PAINTED: Light Grey



STORAGE MADE SIMPLE
Smooth, stylish storage to help you maximise your space.

STYLISH ENTERTAINMENT 
FACING PAGE: Entertain in style with a hideaway drinks unit - perfect for when guests pop round.



JURA PAINTED: Northern Lights and Light Oak



JURA PAINTED: Gairloch Beach and Mey Blue



I'm the kind of person who thrives on being busy, but with the 

day-to-day demands of clients and colleagues, it can be hard to 

find the time to step back and think about the bigger picture.

After a long day, with dinner over and everything cleared away, this 

is my time. Time to plan out my week, work on my next pitch, and 

maybe even dare to dream about landing that big promotion.

Everything is washed and 
cleared away, now I get 
some time to think . . .



LEVEN PAINTED: Mey Blue



LEVEN SMOOTH PAINTED: Cairngorm Moss

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
ABOVE: Deep drawers with Blum Perfect Motion runners 
help you keep everything close at hand.

EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE
TOP: Keep everything just the way you like it in beautiful 
solid walnut dovetail drawers with integrated dividers.



SYRE PAINTED: Murky Water



SYRE PAINTED: Sea Harr and Winter Blue



HARRIS SMOOTH PAINTED: 
Scorched Heather and Road Metal



HARRIS SMOOTH PAINTED: Durness Cliffs



PURE, SIMPLE BEAUTY
Beautiful, simple, spacious storage for easy access to everything you need.

NO MESS, NO FUSS 
FACING PAGE: Keep a clutter-free look with our bi-fold dresser.



MULL SMOOTH PAINTED: Chalk Cliffs



MULL PAINTED: Sumburgh Midnight



The kitchen has always been the busiest room in the house for us. 

When our children were growing up, we made so many precious 

memories but rarely had a moment to ourselves. Helping with 

homework and heartbreaks when they were young, and with 

careers and children of their own as they got older.

They might be all grown up now, but our kitchen seems to be as 

busy as ever. Christmas and Easter, birthdays and holidays, our 

house is still where the whole family gets together.

Everyone will be round for dinner soon and the usual chaos will 

descend, but for now we can take a moment to dance.

A moment to ourselves 
means time to dance . . .



ISLAY SMOOTH PAINTED: Porcelain and Wild Orchid



ISLAY SMOOTH PAINTED: Cloudy Dawn



TIREE SMOOTH PAINTED: Blizzard White



TOUCH TO OPEN, TOUCH TO CLOSE
Handles are not required for this elegant storage solution.

TIREE SMOOTH PAINTED: Sumburgh Midnight



TALMINE PAINTED: Summer Sky and Cloudy Dawn



TALMINE PAINTED: Mountain Heather and Elgin Grey

CLASSIC LOOK, MODERN APPROACH
A modern take on the classic pantry, keeping all of your store cupboard goods close to hand while 
neatly hidden away.   



TALLADALE PAINTED: Moorland Green



TALLADALE SMOOTH PAINTED: Fired Charcoal
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